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THE PERFORMNG ARTS IN CANADA

Reprinted below is the first part of a review of
the growth of the performing arts in Canada, which
was. contained in the July/August 1972 issue of the
Canadian Imperia[ Rank of Commerce Commercial
Letter. Subsequent issues of the Canadian Weekly
Bulletin wiIl carry the remainder of the article,
covering such aspects of the arts as folklore,
financing, recent and musical developments and
education.

Theatre in Canada traces its origins to Acadia
and New France. The first dfamatic presentation to
be offered ini what is now Canada was a marine
masque, Le ThJ.4tre de Nept une. The play, which
was a welcome to Samuel de Champlain on his return
from one of his expeditions, was performed by
Indians and voyageurs, and the performance took
place on the shores of the Annapolis River on the
Bay of Fundy on November 14, 1606. The first play
to be presented in Quebec was a tragedy performed
in 1640 to celebrate the birthday of the Dauphin of
France. One of the earliest Canadian plays had
dialogue in French and also the languages of the
Huron and Algonquin peaples, and was staged in
Quebec inx 1658.

During the eighteenth century, touring campanies
of English and American prafessionals began to
appear in Canada. The plays performed were those
then current in the London repertoire. A three-act
caniedy written i Halifax in 1774, entitled Acadius
or Love in a Calm, is considered perhaps the first
original work by an English-speaking playwright. By
the latter years of the century, dramatic performances
by both professianal and amateur groups had become
fairly frequent. During the nineteenth century, per-
formances in English, bath professional and amateur,
continued ta increase, while dramatic performances
in French remained relatively infrequent.

The first real theatre in Mantreal, the Theatre
Royal, opened in 1825 and there was a theatre of
sorts in Toronto before 1830 and gradually theatres
came inta being ini cities and tawns where there was

Competition from the cinema and radio, the increased
expense of production and travel, the loss of audi-
ence support because of a deterioration in the
standard of touring companies, the long-rua systern
in London and New York, the depression and,
especially, the growing decline in the number of
suitable theatres, ail contributed to its eventual
disappearance. Control of most of the theatres was
acquired by the moving-picture chains thus making
themr unavailable for legitimate stage productions.
Valiant attempts at establishing native repertory
companies achieved no permanent success.

In the 1930s, while the professional theatre
languished, radio began ta provide Canadians with
their national theatre and remained the principal
vehicle for ar tistic expression until the advent of
television in the early 1950s. A wide spectrum of
classical and contemporary plays was presented on
radio by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
during the period and radio becaîne the showcase for
Canadian writers and actors, both English-speaking
and French-speaking.


